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Philosophy
Assessment of the Discipline and the Major (Fall 2002)
Results of capstone and discipline questionnaires distributed to philosophy majors during the
2001-02 academic year were discussed by members of the philosophy discipline on Friday,
December 6, 2002 (4:00 pm meeting).
On the basis of these results, the discipline concluded that a section on advanced logic may be
included in Phil 4121 (Philosophy of Language).
Previous discussion among discipline members on responses to questionnaires received prompted
the following changes.
(a) The requirements for the major were revised to include one 4000 level course, other
than the Senior Philosophical Defense (Phil 4901). Rationale for the change: Given the past
requirements for the major, it was unlikely but possible for a student to satisfy all major
requirements without completing a 4000 level course (other than the Senior Defense). This
revision was designed to guard against this possibility. Note that a distinguishing feature of our
4000 level courses is that they require substantial research on the part of the student.
(b) Phil 4901 (The Senior Philosophical Defense) now carries two credits instead of one.
Rationale for change: In virtue of being restructured, the course requires a substantial amount of
additional work. Students must submit at least three drafts of the thesis, engage in extensive
research, and orally defend the thesis. Members of the philosophy discipline agreed with the
assessment of our majors that the Senior Defense merited more than a single credit.
Recent Curriculum Changes

The two substantial changes are the following.
(a) Phil 2131 (Philosophy of Science) will no longer be offered. The topics discussed in this
course are more suitable to students relatively advanced in philosophy. The material
covered may well be discussed in an upper-level variable topics course. In addition, as
the Discipline is now offering philosophy 2152-a course, among other things, on
philosophical issues pertaining to race, gender and women-as a regular (as opposed to a
variable topics course), Phil 2131 is not required for purposes of providing an elective for
the Women's Studies Major. (In the new Bulletin, Phil 2152 will be designated Phil
2141.)
(b) Phil 2141 (Introduction to Analytic Feminism) is a new course that will now be offered
regularly. The course analyzes issues discussed in feminist writings. It is designed to attract larger
numbers of students from under-represented groups to philosophy. In addition, the course
qualifies as a Women's Studies elective, and in this capacity, it replaces Introduction to the
Philosophy of Science (Phil 2131).

